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editor's note

Welcome to issue 2 of COLINCU - a zine that aims to

"Connect the Links for YOU" through inspiring,

empowering and celebrating!

I am excited to share the contributions we have had

for this issue and am looking forward to collaborating

with others over future issues to help share matters

that are meaningful to you!  

For those who don't know me, I am the author of "The

Twists and Turns of a Traveller; Life Lessons,

Adventures and Everything in Between" and a life

coach to help people overcome obstacles that are

impacting upon them living a fulfilled life.  I care

about the world we live in and the people within it

and believe when people love their lives, they put their

best foot forward and this positive energy radiates

around them which rubs off onto others.  I am armed

with life experience, and have a Bachelor's degree in

Applied Science (Psychology), a Master's degree in

Teaching (Primary) and a Diploma in Professional

Coaching and I aim to combine my knowledge of the

world, skills and experience to help others.  I 've

worked in a number of different roles over the years,

from organising professional development events and

activities to providing pastoral care through mentoring

and coaching tertiary students to collaborating with

others to develop a wellbeing strategy that sought to

get to the heart of the cause of what was causing

unnecessary stress.  A lover of travel and life, and a

firm believer in the word being a powerful tool - I

hope you enjoy what COLINCU has to offer!

If you have feedback,  an article, product or story

you'd like to share then please get in touch! I 'd love to

hear from you and celebrate and share what you are

up to!  If you'd like to be kept up to date with new

issues when they are released - you can subscribe for

free here

You can also find and follow me on Instagram

@tessasillifant Facebook @cornishkiwicoach and

www.tessasillifant.com

Tessa Sillifant

Coach, Author

magazinecolincu@gmail.com
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LESSONS LEARNT IN
LOVE AND LOVING

YOURSELF
To telling my best friend who called me up

asking what my boyfriend and I were planning to

me hesitantly trying to live up to expectations by

saying we were going out for breakfast, (when he

hadn't uttered such words), but promptly adhered

to my plea in fear of not living up to the picture I'd

painted; to celebrating with girlfriends because

they've stuck around far longer than any guy has!

Like with anything in life, it's how and what you

make of it.  Choose to see it as one big disaster

because you didn't receive the expensive gifts and

over the top show of affection, choose to see it as a

special day to celebrate with your loved one or

choose to see the good that is around you and all

the love and care you receive in so many

different ways that occurs at any time of the year,

not just on the 14th February.  

However, sometimes it's not always that easy.  Those

who don't feel worthy of love themselves, may be

struggling with low self-esteem as they may not like

themselves much and have negative beliefs that

hold themselves back from living up to their full

potential; or they may find themselves making bad

choices or be in destructive relationships (Cherry,

2019).  Low self-esteem is often believed to have 

stemmed from childhood either through stress,

difficult life events, illnesses, bereavement, and

negative and critical teachers, friends, parents,

media and siblings (NHS, 2020, Cherry, 2021).

your healing heart still has the band aids

firmly taped on 

you're really not into playing the game just

because everyone else is

you don't feel worthy of love yourself

you'd rather treat yourself and plan

something on a day less commercialsed 

you are already loving your life so much that

every day already feels like valentine's day!

 

Insert other here

February was that time of year where emotions

often sizzle to the surface as shop windows were

filled with commercialsed heart-felt sentiments

and public displays of affection all of a sudden

spring up everywhere!  You're happy for others

but..

I must admit, as the years have passed I've chuckled

over many a valentine's days.  From being in the office

and witnessing a domestic taking place over the

phone; as their spouse had supposedly forgetten their

special day when really he'd planned something more

discreet as he was conscious of the singleton's in the

office.  
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LESSONS LEARNT IN
LOVE AND LOVING

YOURSELF
"All will be okay because you get to go home

to him and he loves you" were my go-to thoughts

that got me through the difficult times. Yet when

the ultimate time came my way, I finally heard

those thoughts and crumbled at the realisation I no

longer had what I had wrapped so tightly in my

being as the sacred thing that would make life

better.

Like a tidal wave hitting me on repeat, I was stuck in

the clutches of something I had unintentionally

created.  The sense of shame weighed me down as

my brain found ways to remind me over and over

again of all the signs I ignored that prewarned me

this day would be coming; as well as the significant

weight I felt for losing the one thing I thought could

"save me".  My critical voice told me I was to blame, it

was my fault, I should have, I was stupid, I was

unworthy etc, all of which meant that I focussed on

things that ate away at my self esteem and kept it

low as I allowed the negative thoughts and beliefs to

swirl around my mind, to continuously make me feel

awful and to continuously be hard on myself.   

After lots of personal development and reflection

and as an exercise recommended by the NHS

(2020), I was later able to challenge those negative

beliefs and find positive statements to override them

so that I could carry a new mantra that recognised

my own qualities, strengths and positives to help me

become kinder to myself.    

I know from my own experience with low self-esteem,

I wasn't even aware that I had it and looking back I

can see within various areas of my life, it did hold me

back.  Signs can manifest through believing others are

better than you, having a negative outlook on life,

finding it difficult to say no, always putting other

people's needs before your own and having trouble

accepting positive comments from others (Cherry,

2021).  

The aim for someone with low self-esteem would be

to become aware of what is holding them back

from reaching their full potential and finding ways to

achieve a healthy level of self-esteem.  Cherry (2021)

recognises healthy self-esteem as being able to say

no, having a positive outlook, being able to express

what you need, accepting your strengths and

weaknesses (as opposed to only focusing on your

weaknesses) and being able to avoid being

stuck in the past.  

One way to help with this is to recognise and

challenge any negative beliefs you may have

about yourself and to find evidence that overrides the

negative belief you currently have (NHS, 2020).  For

example, when I had a long-term relationship

abruptly end I realised my sense of self and power lay

in the mantra I had ingrained deep within my psyche;

that sadly relied upon someone else.  
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LESSONS LEARNT IN
LOVE AND LOVING

YOURSELF
So from years of self-doubt, self blame, and low self-esteem that have potentially impacted upon the

relationships I've had over the years, here are a few of my favourite lessons that I've learnt.

Number 1:
Don't lose who you are in the relationship.  It's exciting and natural to want to spend your days with your special
one, particularly during the early days, but it is also important that there is a healthy balance to your life and that you
don't sacrifice or put on hold, all that you want/enjoy doing.  We all change and grow as individuals and part of a
relationship is sharing your life with someone so sacrifice and shared goals can form part of this, but if you struggle
to say no, you can find yourself agreeing to things that take you away from your own hopes and dreams.  A loving
relationship is about give and take and working together and making compromises can fall into the mix, but being
supportive of one another's hopes and dreams is also really important.  

Number 2: 
Love comes and goes, it's an emotional state of being but is one that can bring out the best in you and others.  You
do the things that make you happy, you feel inspired and this newfound confidence enables you to radiate positive
energy, so much so, that people who pass you by, feel it too.  Yet when you experience heartache, you can
plummet to your knees and darkness can descend upon you.  So if you've lost yourself in the relationship you may
struggle to have the support you need to have around you, when and if the time comes that you need it.  However,
what if you aimed to keep a balance whereby your happy positive state doesn't depend on others to bring it out in
you?  Whilst you can't stop or control the disappointing and sad days, you could aim to bring out the positive
emotions in yourself as much as possible.  Gratitude, acknowledging the simple things, not taking one another for
granted and appreciating that not everyone is fortunate to reach the age we have and that our time on this earth is a
precious gift; all can help us see that there is more value in focusing on positive emotions than holding on tightly to
the negative ones that don't serve us, or those around us, well.

Number 3:
Be mindful not to compare your "now" to another person's "now".  Eight years ago I thought I was in a happy loving
relationship and thought my life was "complete".  Six years ago I was nursing a broken heart and tried to figure out
where it all went wrong.  Five years ago I started to love myself and my life again, two years ago I was a broken
mess and questioning why it had all happened again and what had I done to deserve such treatment.  Fast forward
to today and I take on the "I am happy with who I am and where my life is heading", position.  I am stronger, wiser,
know so much more about myself than I did then and I am now kind to myself.  However if I had taken to looking at
the direction other people's lives had taken them then I could quickly get swallowed up in a comparison that isn't
going to serve me well.  Life doesn't always run smoothly but there's a lesson in everything, are you paying
attention and growing as a person from it?  What lessons have you learnt lately?
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I have created a short course that aims to help those who are having to rebuild their life again after heartache.  I am
looking for testers who are able to go through the course and provide feedback.  If you are interested in being a tester

or enrolling in this course when it is finalised.  Please get in touch with me (Tessa) at tsillifant@gmail.com xx
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Celebrating authors and
illustrators!

We all know a good book has the ability to capture the reader's full attention and take them on
a journey.  The illustrations are also a wonderful tool to creatively share the vision behind the
story being told and can also have huge impact!  Here are some of this month's favourites! 

Dirty Bertie Children's book series
Alan MacDonald and David Roberts are responsible for the

funny Dirty Bertie children's book series that take the
reader on a journey of mischievous adventures!  An

entertaining read for adults as well as children, you'll soon
find yourself hooked and wanting to read more!

W W W . T E S S A S I L L I F A N T . C O M / C O L I N C U

Woke: A young poet's call to justice
Authors: Mahogany L. Browne, Elizabeth Acevedo & Olivia
Gatwood.  Illustrator: Theodore Taylor III
Woke provides a number of thought provoking poems
themed on social justice topics ranging from ableism, gender,
prejudice, stereotyping, justice, individuality, community,
equality and much much more!  Each poem is illustrated in a
way that captures it's essence and aims to awaken people to
key messages and ideas through the notion of their words.

Superkid
Author: Claire Freedman. Illustrator: Sarah McIntyre

This beautifully illustrated rhyming story is based upon a
child who uses his superpowers to get through not-so-
pleasant experiences!  The bold and brightly coloured

illustrations entertain the reader and share the delight of
the adventures Superkid is on.  A creative example of being
able to bring the story to life through the visual images and

rhythmic flow which work together wonderfully!
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In COLINCU´s last issue we read about universal letter writing week. Who knew something like that existed? I

for one didn´t. I now propose to go one step further. Why write only during that one week in January? What

about the rest of the year? Be honest, we all love receiving letters. Normally it´s mostly bills or

advertisements that rattle through our letterboxes. Not much fun in getting those is there? As the world

has been on hold during the last year, not even the occasional postcard brightened our days. Thanks to

COVID-19 most of us were unable to go on our holidays, and therefore didn´t send or receive any postcards

either. Why not change that? I´m sure you still have some postcards at home. From holidays long ago,

advertising favourite pubs, ones you simply couldn’t pass by without picking them up or ones you made

yourself. Grab those and get writing. It´s just a couple of sentences that will take you no more than a few

minutes to write and make someone’s day much brighter. Who knows, you might be a trendsetter and inspire

your loved ones to write back?

If you want to write more than just a couple of lines or feel a need to meet someone new – which, given all

the restrictions we live with, is quite hard these days – look up your local hospital, retirement home or

school. Call them and ask if you can drop off a couple of letters. Especially retirement homes and hospitals

as they are dreary places without the chance to get visits from family and friends. Write a letter to someone

you don´t know. Tell them about you, your day or even your hopes and dreams. Cheer them up and give them

some encouragement. I am sure it will break the monotony (both for you and for them). And who knows, you

might find a pen pal or meet with them when times will be better and meeting others will be permitted

again.

You might not feel like writing to someone else and that´s ok as well. So, what about writing a letter to

yourself?  Not one that reflects on your past and experiences as done in the first issue, but one that

concentrates on the future. Write down what you want to achieve in 2021. Your goals and aspirations as

well as wishes. Then pop it somewhere out of sight and forget about it for a while. I ´d recommend the box

with your Christmas decorations, you will not stumble upon it before November/December and it will be

safe there. How much fun will it be to read it again in nearly a year´s time. Did you stick with your fitness

routine? Do that course you were interested in? Go on holiday? Circumstances might prevent you from

doing everything or your goals may shift. That is all right. Don´t worry, life is like a film, things move along

and there is a plot twist along the way. What might interest you now may not even be on your radar

anymore in a couple of months.

If you have achieved some of those things that you wrote down: Good for you! Go clap yourself on the

shoulder and celebrate seeing something through! You deserve it. If you were less lucky (I will definitely be

among those) reflect and think about why things didn´t work out the way you wanted them to. Was it

circumstances that prevented the completion? Did your goals change? Or did you not stick with the ideas?

If so, why? You might not have done everything on your list, but it will tell you a lot about yourself. What is

important to you and how you prioritize accordingly. Which dreams are you willing to sacrifice and for

what? And what can you do differently if you wanted something then, still want it and didn´t make it work

nonetheless? You definitely deserve a treat as well, as you will have learned something about yourself and

your inner workings. Be honest, we all know that this kind of knowledge is very hard to come by. So enjoy

your newfound insights!

Messages in a letter!
The joy of writing it all down!

By Katharina Lehmann
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Jars can come in handy for a number of storage

options!  From being a toothbrush holder, a place to

hold loose change or mini stationery pieces like

sharpeners, coloured pencils and erasers, to being a

place to keep your food items neatly organised on your

shelf!  Some jars also cleverly have label tabs where

you can peel them off without leaving behind any

difficult sticky residue!  Genius!  The opportunities are

endless and can actually end up sprucing up otherwise

dull looking spaces.    

My dad taught me this trick before I set off travelling. 

 If you are doing hand washing, to help it dry quicker

and to take out the excess dripping, roll the item up

tightly into a towel and then wring the towel.  Once

you unravel the item you'll find the moisture has soaked

through to the towel leaving the item rinsed well so

that you can hang it up by a window or outside to dry.

  .

There are many ways to be extra mindful of the water

that we are using to prevent waste.  Sarah Monro

(2019) suggests saving shower and bath water and

using it to water plants or to refil the toilet systern. 

 Other ideas include capturing running water whilst

you are waiting for it to heat up to reuse it for another

purpose along with using the water from your hot

water bottle to water plants.  For those who enjoy a

cooking a Sunday roast, the water from the veges can

be resued to make your gravy!  

Life Hacks!
To help you save money and the environment!

For more of Sarah Monro's tips, check out 
https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/team-blog/2019/11/extreme-moneysaving-household-hacks/

 
Other fun useful life hacks  can be checked out at Twisted Sifter's top 55 life hacks! 

https://twistedsifter.com/2015/04/55-most-useful-life-hacks-ever/
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Celebrating International
Women's Day!
8 T H  M A R C H  2 0 2 1

# C H O O S E T O C H A L L E N G E
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International Women's Day is an opportunity to celebrate the "social, economic, cultural and
political achievements of women. The day also marks a call to action for accelerating gender

parity" (International Women's Day, 2021).  
 

To help celebrate International Women's Day a video series has been put together to highlight
key things a group of international entrepreneurs have chosen to challenge.  From challenging

our inner critic to challenging age not being a barrier to achieving what we want to.
Head over to https://www.tessasillifant.com/international-womens-day to it out!

 
Quotes from women leaders can be found below (International Women's Day, 2021)

Coco Chanel, fashion designer
“A girl should be two things: who and what she wants.” 

 
Emma Watson, actor & activist

"I think women are scared of feeling powerful and strong and brave sometimes. There’s nothing
wrong with being afraid. It’s not the absence of fear, it’s overcoming it and sometimes you just

have to blast through and have faith."
 

Nora Ephron, journalist
“Above all, be the heroine of your life, not the victim.”

 
Anita Roddick, Body Shop founder

"If you think you’re too small to have an impact, try going to bed with a mosquito."
 

Quotes from: https://www.internationalwomensday.com/Missions/15539/Empowerment-quotes-
from-women-leaders
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Coming soon!

TO KEEP UP TO DATE WITH NEW ISSUES WHEN THEY ARE

RELEASED YOU CAN SUBSCRIBE FOR FREE HERE
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CELEBRATING WORLD ART DAY

 

In the next issue...
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